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RHIC HI Program (focus on dilepton)
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In part supported by

present highlights of the RHIC heavy ion program, from 
both STAR and PHENIX, in particular in the areas of di-
lepton production and heavy flavor physics.

STAR Beam Use Request (2023-2025) June 2021: 
https://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/files/STAR_Beam_Use_Request_
Runs22_25.pdf



Outline
• J/Y probes of temperature and

color screening effect 

• Dilepton as a probe of penetrating 
thermometer and chiral symmetry 
restoration

• Breit-Wheeler Process and Vacuum 
Birefringence, Diffractive process 
(J/Y) in UPC and hadronic 
collisions

• Magnetohydrodynamics, any 
sensible tools?

2US Long Range Plan 2007
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Matthew Kelsey, QM19

Non-flow

• Using HFT displaced vertex for  
heavy-flavor decay topology

• Observation of Lc/D enhancement: arXiv:1910.14628, PRL
• New charmed electron v1,2 are consistent with D0 measurements

From first paper by PHENIX in 2002 to 
current measurements of 
displaced secondary vertex (both PHENIX and STAR), 
full charm reconstructions  (STAR)

PHENIX PRL 88 (2002), PRD 99 (2019)



Quarkonia, best probes of free quarks
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STAR with latest PHENIX data, PLB 797 (2019)
PHENIX, PRL (2002)

• Less suppression at low pT at LHC than at RHIC 
• Similar suppression at high pT
• Consistent with color screening, quark coalescence

Upsilon states with STAR, PHENIX and sPHENIX



Any Quarkonium flow signs at RHIC?

5
Are we there yet? Color screening of heavy quarkonia?
Matsui/Salz, PLB (1986)

STAR BUR 2023-25



Temperature from Chemistry
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A. Andronic et al., NATURE 561 (2018)

STAR, PRC 96 (2017)

From particle yields and 
momentum spectra, obtain 
temperatures and chemical 
potentials at freeze-out 

Whether the chemical 
freeze-out is at the phase 
transition boundary is still in 
debate. 

Regardless, RHIC data cover a 
large range from 
µB = 20MeV to 700MeV 
with large PID coverage over 
rapidity-azimuthal-pT

A foundation to search for 
Critical Point



Fireball Spectroscopy
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R. Rapp, Nature Physics, 15 (2019) 990
The hot fireballs also emit real and virtual photons, which —

contrary to hadrons — penetrate the QCD medium and thus 
carry information on the interior of the fireball
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arXiv:1005.3531, unpublished

October 2018 at Shuryak 70th Birthday



QCD phase diagram with penetrating thermometer
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15 (2019) 1040, HADES Collaboration

A. Andronic et al., NATURE 561 (2018)



Dilepton invariant mass spectra

10NA60, AIP. Conf. Proc. 1322 (2010) 1-10 

Thermal radiation and r spectral broadening ràe+e-
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Electron Identification at STAR (and ALICE)
TPC dE/dx: large hadron background

EMC: pT>~2.0 GeV/c

|1/β-1|<0.03

Not able to do without TOF!

nucl-ex/0505026, M. Shao et al.
X. Dong PHD Thesis (USTC 2005)
L. Ruan PHD Thesis (USTC 2004)

A prototype TOF tray (TOFr) in 2003
TOF is NOT always the obvious choice,
Became upgrade item (STAR),  
but it has proven to be crucial for STAR
ALICE3 has inner and outer TOF  



QCD phase transition is a chiral phase transition

PHENIX, PRC 93(2016)

PLB750(2015), PRL 113 (2014)

Golden probe of chiral symmetry restoration:
change vector meson (r→e+e-) spectral function
STAR data (RHIC and SPS): 
Consistent with continuous QGP radiation and 
broadening of vector meson in-medium 

Rapp et al.



Scanning through the phase diagram

13Zaochen Ye (STAR), Hard Probes 2020



Empirical fitting with thermal factor

• r hadronic decay channel 
fit with Breit-Wigner function 
and a phase-space factor:

BW*PS 

• PS=M*exp(-M/T)

14

STAR, PRL 2004

R. Rapp, NPA (2003) 
Shuryak, Brown, NPA 2003
Kolb, Prokash, PRC 2003 
PBM 



LMR dielectrons as thermometer 
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When temperature is high enough and rho broadening to the extent of becoming part of the effective thermal radiation;
LMR is a measure of average thermal temperature;
Do we also empirically achieve Chiral Symmetry Restoration? 
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True Temperature without Blue Shift
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Measure LMR with thermal factor, temperature consistently around phase transition
It is a measure of average temperature (early temperature has to be higher).  
IMR systematically above LMR temperature with large uncertainty
BES-II (x10 events) + 2023-2025, reduce errors by x3 

Zaochen Ye (RICE)

Jana Guenther, (LQCD curve)
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.15503.pdf
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Perspectives from STAR on LMR+IMR

• New and preliminary results 
from high statistics 27 (2018) 
and 54GeV (2017) 
• BESII datasets with FXT 

100M—1B events per energy
x10 more data
• High statistics 200GeV in

2023-2025 with low detector
material and iTPC upgrade

17

STAR BUR 2023-25



D. Kharzeev

18

NOT just about CME



Characteristics of photon collisions

Photon-interactions: 
Peak at low pT ~= 30MeV
Prominent above background

Hadronic production: 
<pT>~=500MeV/c

Datasets: 
Au+Au 2010+2011
U+U 2012

19

Linear Scale
Signal-to-background ratio is 
about 17:1 



Old Question with new spin

20

Au+Au

U+U

ATLAS data: PRL 121 (2018) 212301
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STAR, PRL 127 (2021)



Photon TMD in UPC
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CMS Abstract: “This observation demonstrates the transverse momentum 
and energy of photons emitted from relativistic ions have impact 
parameter dependence. These results constrain precision modeling of 
initial photon-induced interactions in ultra-peripheral collisions. They 
also provide a controllable baseline to search for possible final-state 
effects on lepton pairs resulting from the production of quark-gluon 
plasma in hadronic heavy ion collisions.”
https://news.rice.edu/2021/09/20/physicists-probe-light-smashups-to-guide-future-research-2/

https://news.rice.edu/2021/09/20/physicists-probe-light-smashups-to-guide-future-research-2/
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Y. Hatta
Quite a few techniques 
used in QCD 
can be used in 
strong-field QED as well 

Understanding the QED is 
also important for 
quantitative extraction 
of the photoproduction 

Wang/Pu/Wang, PRD, https://arxiv.org/pdf/2106.05462.pdf

维格纳函数



Observables of photon linear polarization
• Magnetic field generated by the 

heavy-ions are circular around 
the nucleus

• Photons are linearly polarized 
along the transverse radial 
direction 

• There is a significant momentum-
space correlation of photon field

• Necessary for observed cos(2phi) in rho photoproduction 
24

16

34



25Snowmass UPC LOI
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Will we be able to actually do something similar at LHC,RHIC and EIC at forward rapidity?



Linearly polarized photon-gluon collisions:  
diffractive photoproduction of r vector

27



What new and necessary for 
quantitative Imaging? 

28Xing, et al., JHEP, arXiv: 2006.06206

• Gluon Shadowing/saturation
• Transverse Momentum Distribution (TMD)
• Photons and Gluons are linearly polarized  
• Interference  



Photonuclear J/y with QGP

29

What is coherent? 
Why diffractive process exist in violent A+A collisions?
Do quantum interference and EPR exist in this circumstance? 
Do photonuclear J/Y experience QGP color screening? 

STAR, PRL 123 (2019) 
STAR BUR 2023-25

ALICE:  PRL 116 (2016) pioneered the work on J/y



Best example of magnetohydrodynamics: SUN
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This image taken by the Solar Dynamics 
Observatory's Atmospheric Imaging 
Assembly (AIA) instrument at 171 
Angstrom shows the current conditions 
of the quiet corona and upper transition 
region of the Sun.

Image Credit: NASA/SDO
Last Updated: Aug. 7, 2017
Editor: NASA Content Administrator

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is the study of 
the magnetic properties and behavior of 
electrically conducting fluids. Examples of such 
magnetofluids include plasmas, liquid metals, salt 
water, and electrolytes. The word "magneto-
hydrodynamics" is derived from magneto-
meaning magnetic field, hydro-meaning water, 

and dynamics meaning movement. The field of 
MHD was initiated by Hannes Alfv, for which he 
received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1970.
The fundamental concept behind MHD is that 
magnetic fields can induce currents in a moving 
conductive fluid, which in turn polarizes the fluid 
and reciprocally changes the magnetic field itself. 
The set of equations that describe MHD are a 
combination of the Navier–Stokes 
equations of fluid dynamics and Maxwell’s 
equations of electromagnetism. These differential 
equations must be solved simultaneously, either 
analytically or numerically.

Wikipedia



Radical Ideas, crazy experiments?

31

Magneto-(sono)thermoluminescence (∝ B*V)

MTL/(thermal dilepton)

arXiv:1809.07049
Klusek-Gawenda, Rapp, Schaefer, Szczurek



32J.D. Brandenburg, et al, arXiv:2103.16623



Are there final-state QED effects?

33

STAR Beam Use Request (2023-2025): 

https://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/syste
m/files/BUR2020_final.pdf

Precision data with 
QED theory comparisons: 
Both on-going at LHC and RHIC

How about azimuthal anisotropy 
relative to reaction plane? 



Conclusions

• Low-momentum J/Psi show large suppression over entire RHIC energies, future 
flow vn measurements would determine contributions from coalescence of 
charm quarks in QGP
• Dieletron LMR shows rho in-medium effect consistent with broadening model, 

and its Boltzmann phase-space factor is consistent with temperature at phase 
transition (no blue shift effect)
• New exciting opportunity of extracting temperature from IMR at RHIC
• Electromagnetic probes of new emerging phenomena in high-energy nuclear 

collisions. Coupling of strong QED and QCD fields are very interesting and 
exciting frontiers 
• Just to name a few of QED/QCD: 

chiral symmetry restoration, chiral magnetic effect,  Magnetohydrodynamics, 
Breit-Wheeler process, Vacuum Birefringence, spin interference and EPR
• RHIC is still very much in understanding and discovering these new phenomena  

34
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#45 among all 32619 PRL papers ever published

https://www.ge.com/news/reports/the-5-coolest-things-on-earth-this-week-80

   

Echoing Albert Einstein, scientists are

creating matter from energy, building bridges

from carbon and making vaccines from

plants. This week’s coolest things turn over a

whole new leaf.

 

Let There Be MatterLet There Be Matter

 

Image credit: Brookhaven National

Laboratory. Top image credit: Getty Images.

 

What is it?What is it? Scientists at Brookhaven

National Laboratory (BNL) demonstrated for

the !rst time that pure light energy can

produce matter and antimatter.

Why does it matter?Why does it matter? The team recorded

“de!nitive evidence” of Einstein’s 80-year-old

theory of general relativity, which states that

energy and matter are interchangeable. While

nuclear fusion in the sun and fusion reactions

in nuclear power plants (see ‘Physicists, Start

Your Engines’ below) convert matter into

energy, the BNL team proved it could do the

reverse — turn light energy directly into

matter — in a single step. “These !ndings

build on predictions made by some of the

great physicists in the early 20th century,”

said Frank Geurts, a Rice University professor

whose team built and operated some

components of the solenoid detector at the

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, or RHIC, at

Brookhaven.

How does it work?How does it work? The team used the RHIC

to accelerate gold ions — atoms lacking

electrons that have a powerful positive

charge — to 99.995% of the speed of light.

“When the ions are moving close to the speed

of light, there are a bunch of photons

surrounding the gold nucleus, traveling with it

like a cloud,” said Zhangbu Xu, a physicist at

Brookhaven Lab. The two rings of the

accelerator created two photon clouds

moving in opposite directions, close enough

to “graze” each other but not to collide. The

team tracked the particles’ reactions and

looked for pairs of electrons and positrons —

that is, particles of matter and antimatter —

then recorded the de"ection angles between

the particles to verify their results.

 

Seeing Is BelievingSeeing Is Believing

 

Image credit: Elke Gabriel.

 

What is it?What is it? German researchers developed

a brain organoid with light-sensitive “optic

cups” that mimic some abilities of the human

eye.

Why does it matter?Why does it matter? Researchers use

human stem cells to grow organoids,

miniature versions of our organs that mimic

some of their basic functions. German

researchers took it a step further by inducing

a brain organoid to grow two symmetrical

optic cups, structures with cell types and light

sensitivity similar to the human eye. “These

organoids can help to study brain-eye

interactions during embryo development,

model congenital retinal disorders, and

generate patient-speci!c retinal cell types for

personalized drug testing and transplantation

therapies,” said researcher Jay

Gopalakrishnan, senior author of a study on

the !ndings published in the journal Cell Stem

Cell.

How does it work?How does it work? The team started with

human-induced pluripotent stem cells

(iPSCs), a type of universal building block that

can be used to grow many cell types and

structures of the human body.

Gopalakrishnan and his team adjusted a

protocol they had developed previously for

growing brain tissue. In the organoids, optic

cups appeared at 30 days and developed

structurally around 50 days, the same

timeframe for retinal development in a

human embryo. The cups formed optical lens

and retinal tissue with “electrically active

neuronal networks” that responded to light

similarly to natural human functional vision.

 

Bridge Work AheadBridge Work Ahead

 

Watch on

LTU, MDOT call carbon 3ber bridge test a smashi…

 

What is it?What is it? A team of researchers in

Michigan built a test bridge with carbon !ber

and polymers that proved stronger and more

durable than steel bar reinforcement.

Why does it matter?Why does it matter? State-of-the-art steel

bridges today can last 75 years when properly

maintained. But that maintenance is time-,

labor- and cost-intensive. Researchers

estimate that using carbon !ber reinforced

polymer (CFRP) in place of steel could extend

a bridge’s lifespan by another 25 years. And

while the carbon-!ber method costs more

upfront, it will save taxpayer dollars — and

commuter headaches — over the long term.

The project, a collaboration between the

Michigan Department of Transportation

(MDOT) and Lawrence Technological

University (LTU), “established Michigan as a

leader in advanced bridge infrastructure using

innovative materials that can yield a

remarkable 100-year service life,” said

Virinder Moudgil, president of LTU.

How does it work?How does it work? Instead of

strengthening concrete with traditional steel

bars, the team created “ultra-high-

performance concrete” with CFRP. The

Lawrence project was the !rst of its kind

using CRFP strands 0.7-inch in diameter. LTU

says the successful test — which involved

subjecting a 41-foot section of test bridge to

more than 180,000 pounds of pressure before

it broke — will likely result in MDOT updating

its CFRP strand bridge design guidelines.

 

Be-Leaf In VaccinesBe-Leaf In Vaccines

 

Graphic credit: C. Bickel/Science

 

What is it?What is it? A resurgence in “molecular

farming” has led scientists to see if they can

develop entirely plant-based vaccines for

in"uenza and SARS-CoV-2, the virus that

causes COVID-19.

Why does it matter?Why does it matter? Unlike the bacteria,

egg or animal cell cultures used to produce

many vaccines, plants require only light,

water and nutrients. Greenhouses are less

costly and easier to scale than

biomanufacturing facilities. And with a

development cycle around three weeks from

start to !nish, plant-based vaccines could

provide a powerful tool against new

pathogens and variants, as well as a boost for

personalized medicine, including cancer

immunotherapy, according to an article

published in the journal Science.

How does it work?How does it work? The plant-based "u and

COVID-19 vaccines currently in development

(which could be administered orally as well as

intravenously) are expected to be the !rst

produced from whole plants. They are created

through a process called transient expression,

which allows researchers to modulate the

plant cells’ gene expression without

modifying its DNA. The virus-like particles

(VLPs) produced in plant-made vaccines also

contain naturally occurring adjuvants,

“helper” components that increase the

e#ectiveness of the vaccine’s main ingredient.

 

Physicists, Start Your EnginesPhysicists, Start Your Engines

 

Image credit: CC0 public domain.

 

What is it?What is it? For the !rst time, physicists at

the National Ignition Facility (NIF) in California

triggered nuclear ignition, a key milestone on

the path to controlled nuclear fusion.

Why does it matter?Why does it matter? Ignition ampli!es the

energy output of the nuclear fusion process,

which researchers have been pursuing for

half a century. Scientists believe achieving

fusion on Earth could be the key to carbon-

free energy. “This is the most signi!cant

advance in inertial fusion since its beginning

in 1972,” said Steven Rose, co-director of the

Center for Inertial Fusion Studies at Imperial

College London, which is now analyzing data

from the experiment. “We can now look

forward to using ignited plasmas for both

scienti!c discovery and energy production.”

How does it work?How does it work? Unlike today’s nuclear

plants, which produce energy by splitting

atoms through a process called !ssion,

nuclear fusion forces hydrogen atoms

together and releases energy, the same

process that keeps the sun and other stars

going. The NIF used a method called inertial

con!nement fusion to heat fuel pellets with

lasers and create a cloud of charged ions

called plasma. The laser system produced

enough heat and pressure to replicate

conditions at the sun’s core, a natural fusion

reactor. The Aug. 8 experiment produced

more than one megajoule of power, six times

the energy output previously attained.
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